
Students make media
What are fake news?

And how can they be detected and 
unmasked?



4 film formats

TV Talk Show

Explainity video

V-log (TikTok-/YouTube-style)

Stopmotion



TV talk show

In this format people acting with different roles are filmed. 

It is possible to do this like in a talk show or as an interview 

on TV. 

Possible actors for the TV talk show
(min. 2):

▪ Host

▪ Fakenews-Creator
▪ Fakenews-Expert
▪ Fakenews-Victim

Possible technical roles (min. 3):
▪ Camera (2-3)
▪ Sound engineer
▪ Director
▪ Set designer, Light director

(additionally)

▪ Postproduction (together)
▪ Editor
▪ Composer (Jingle)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC161yuhbw8


Vlog (TikTok/Youtube)

In this format there are  1-2 speakers who talk about a 
topic. 

It can be static, or the speakers can also walk around, 
dance, sing, rap... 

Also animated text can be included.

Possible roles for Vlog:

▪ Host (1-2)
▪ Set designer
▪ Camera

▪ Editor (together)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHn6DT-U9Cc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFFSUQM1J-M


Explainity video

In this format an app (mysimpleshow) is used to talk about a topic with illustrations. 

If you type into the app what you want to say, the app will give you some illustrations. 

The app can also read your text out loud. 

You can also insert your own illustrations and voices.

Roles for Explainity video:

▪ Principal Editor
▪ Illustrator (1-2)

▪ Narrator (1 or 2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVjIz-TxADg


Stopmotion

In this format objects and text are used to tell a story or to 
talk about a topic. 

Often Playmobil or Lego figures are used, or you might 
know famous examples with play dough or papers. 

But also for food videos this format is often chosen. 

Roles for Stopmotion:

▪ Camera
▪ Set designer (1-2)
▪ Light director

▪ Narrators (1-2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4grxcvYorM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ppedXZHhE0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4WLctOru8g


Production- Steps

Investigation Storyboard Realisation Editing

Pre Production Production Post Production



Choose your

media format

group
project

and make media now!


